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697. More Lancashire Hotpot. Four pages containing 11 colour photographs of steam in action

around Lancashire, with a variety of industrial and country settings. The photographs are from the

1960s but, as ever, there is some ex. LNWR infrastructure on view. Backtrack Vol 23 No 9 (September

2009).

698. The Joint is Jumpin’, Part 2. No 154 of Michael Rutherford’s Railway Reflections series. 9

pages with 20 photographs, 6 in colour, and 24 references. The article covers more joint railways and of

interest to us are two more so called incursions into LNWR territory, and the Mark Huish led attempts

to prevent them. Firstly the railways around Chester and the Wirral peninsular, which eventually,

mostly, became a part of the GWR; secondly those lines that were amalgamated to form the Cheshire

Lines Committee. Backtrack Vol 23 No 9 (September 2009).

699. An Introduction to Steam Locomotive Testing Part 2A, by Adrian Tester. 6 pages, 3

photographs, 17 diagrams and tables, 5 references. This article is a fairly detailed technical look at how

indicator diagrams were produced and interpreted, including the mathematics. It includes the results

from tests of No 513 Precursor between Crewe and Rugby on 27 March 1904. Backtrack Vol 23 No 9

(September 2009).

700. The Joint is Jumpin’, Part 3, by Michael Rutherford. 9 pages with 19 photographs, 6 in colour,

and 10 references. There is also a table showing joint line mileages, owners and dates. The main

interest in this part is in the photographs; the ex-LNWR signal gantry and No 4 signal box at Chester

General, Tenbury Wells (joint with the GWR) and a Royal Scot at the up end of Birmingham New

Street. Backtrack Vol 23 No 10 (October 2009).

701. The Meta-Motors, A Lost Railway Technology, by R. A. S. Hennessey. This article is about

early 20
th

 century use of ac electricity for motive power, via motor generator locomotives. Included in

Press Digest for a fine photograph of the LNWR’s Willesden sub-station, with windows bricked up

after conversion to BR’s Electrical Testing Laboratory. Backtrack Vol 23 No 10 (October 2009).

702. The rear cover of Backtrack for October 2009 has a colour photograph of a GWR Pannier and

single coach crossing the River Towy at Carmarthen in May 1961. The train is operating the Llandeilo

to Carmarthen service off the ex LNWR branch.

703. A Stephenson Centenary. Mike Fell and R. A. S. Hennessey review a century of SLS activity,

with 7 pages and 7 photographs. The photographs include ex LNWR locomotives on railtours: a 5’6”

Tank at Monument Lane and Coal Tank and ‘Super D’ on the MT&A last day special. Backtrack Vol

23 No 11 (November 2009).

704. The Knight’s Tale. Sir John Rennie and the growth of railways by George Smith, with 4 pages, 6

photographs/illustrations and 16 references. The article asks why Rennie is less well known than

George Stephenson, despite his contribution to the early growth of our railways. It looks at his family

background, education and engineering achievements, including his involvement with the Liverpool and

Manchester and London and Birmingham. Backtrack Vol 23 No 11 (November 2009).

705. Travelling Through, Part 1. Following on from his articles on joint lines, Michael Rutherford

begins a look at co-operation between companies to run through services. 10 pages, 20 photographs and

14 references. This part includes the start of through mail services, the development of the Edmondson

ticket and the Railway Clearing House, and the refreshment stop (before refreshment carriages).

Apparently Charles Bowen Cooke met Mrs Bowen Cooke while she was working in Rugby refreshment

room. None of the photographs are taken on ex LMS lines, but at least 11 show LMS or constituent

stock, 3 LNWR. Backtrack Vol 23 No 11 (November 2009).

Thanks to David Moore, our Webmaster, you should find that entries are posted to our Webb site as

soon after publication as our contributors can manage.

Please forward your contributions for Press Digest to Chris James



Email: press.digest@lnwrs.org.uk

Address: 39 Pennard Road, Kittle, Swansea SA3 3JY

Telephone: 01792 234316

 We would also very much welcome other contributions, for periodicals not currently covered regularly.

Please contact Chris James.


